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INT. LABORATORY - NIGHT

A bank of television monitors are alive with scenes from

old, bad b-movies: Grizzly, Prophecy, Day of the Animals,

Godzilla, etc. Various monsters and villains smashing,

bashing and trashing people, cars and buildings.

The rest of the lab glows gently under the flickering

images. The walls are barren and cold, sterile concrete with

only a small chart or x-ray hung here and there. Small

pockets of soft light show a few computers on metal desks,

cages with live animals, operating tables with dead animals,

plus other lab equipment.

In front of the monitors, a PENGUIN is strapped to a small

stand on a lab table, seemingly hypnotized as it is forced

to watch the abominations of mankind’s b-movie excesses. Its

eyes are glassy; its beak slack.

A SCIENTIST stands to one side of the Penguin, holding a

clipboard and studying the pathetic creature. He jots a

notation, then waves a hand in front of the Penguin, but it

doesn’t respond.

He begins to write something else, but a strange noise

emanates from his gut. A growing look of concern creeps

across his face as it continues. After a particularly fierce

growl, he plants a hand over his butt cheeks and rushes past

a number of cages filled with ROARING RATS, FIERCE CATS,

BARKING CHICKS (labeled "Chicken Nuggets") and MORE PENGUINS

that waddle and pace impatiently, growling angrily.

He disappears into a door near another bank of smaller,

black and white monitors, which reveal images from security

cameras--the grounds, stairwells and hallways.

On one monitor, A GROUP OF 5 MASKED PEOPLE can be seen

creeping stealthily through a dirty concrete hallway--animal

rights activists. Drawing closer to the security camera, the

LEAD ACTIVIST reaches through the mouth-hole of his ski mask

and pulls out a wad of gum. He pastes it to the lens of the

security camera with his thumb, filling the monitor.

Within seconds, the shadowy figures enter the lab. As they

slowly wade through the murky chamber, they push their masks

up over their foreheads or take them off altogether.

LEAD ACTIVIST

Okay, we’re here for the animals,

nothing else. No graffiti, no

stealing, and for God’s sake, leave

all the tranquilizers alone.
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HIPPIE ACTIVIST

Awww...

As the other Activists spread out, Lead Activist points at a

TALL ACTIVIST, who was the last through the door.

LEAD ACTIVIST

You stay put. Guard the door. No

one comes in or out, I don’t care

what happens. Got it?

TALL ACTIVIST

Got it, boss. No one in or out.

Farther into the room, a FEMALE ACTIVIST stops, casting a

horrified look at something below her, just out of sight.

FEMALE ACTIVIST

Oh, you poor things...How can they

treat you like this?

She kneels down, her face distorting behind a large

fishbowl. Two goldfish swim lethargic circles in it.

FEMALE ACTIVIST

I’ll set you free. Somehow...

The Lead Activist stalks up behind her.

LEAD ACTIVIST

C’mon. We’ve got bigger fish to

fry...

The two of them head deeper into the room, passing the

operating tables with the dead animals.

A small mouse seems to have an impossibly large pile of guts

next to it. A dog is sprawled across one of the tables,

flesh and fur peeled back to reveal wires and circuit board

guts. Kermit the Frog is flayed open on another, his

operator’s hand still stuffed up inside of him.

The last table has on it something akin to the classic game

of Operation, but with an animal’s outline.

The other two in the group have formed loosely around the

Penguin strapped to the table at the back of the room.

Disgusted, they look at it sympathetically as the Lead and

Female Activists stop next to them.

FEMALE ACTIVIST

My God. What are they doing to this

poor thing?
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She glances toward the bank of screens, then winces with an

audible groan as she sees the bad acting and cheesy effects.

She turns to her comrades.

FEMALE ACTIVIST

How can they torture him like--

But the others of the group stare blankly at the flickering

monitors and hypnotic images, eyes lidded and glassy, mouths

slightly agape, sucked into the cheesy stories.

FEMALE ACTIVIST

Guys. Guys!

The others snap to, murmuring "Sorry," "My bad..." etc.

Female Activist starts to unstrap the Penguin with the help

of the YOUNG ACTIVIST. Lead Activist and the Hippie head

down the other side of the room, examining the creatures,

equipment and papers.

Hippie examines the lock on a cage.

HIPPIE ACTIVIST

Hey, man, I can pop this one...

HE INDICATES TO A SHINY RED BALLOON ANIMAL

locked inside the glass case.

HIPPIE ACTIVIST

...if I can just get to it...

He looks back to the lock. Then past it--

The Scientist stands in the middle of the main isle, gawking

at the intruders in disbelief.

For just a moment, everyone freezes in place.

Then the Scientist turns, bolting for the exit. He runs into

Tall Activist at the door, who snags him easily.

Hippie and Lead Activist rush forward to help.

Female and Young Activists head forward too, leaving the

Penguin unstrapped.

The Activists gather around the Scientist.

SCIENTIST

Listen, I know who you are--

The Activists react with a stunned gasp.
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YOUNG ACTIVIST

Look--you can’t tell my parents,

okay? They’ll kill me for this!

SCIENTIST

I mean, I don’t know exactly who

you are--names or anything--but--

The Hippie holds out his ID to the Scientist. Lead Activist

slaps it away as the Tall Activist steps forward.

TALL ACTIVIST

Oh yeah? Then how many fingers am I

holding up behind my back?

LEAD ACTIVIST

Just shut up, all of you!

He turns to the Scientist and draws a gun, aiming it

directly at the Scientist’s nose.

LEAD ACTIVIST

If you don’t wanna lead nosejob,

you don’t move a muscle, got it?

The Scientist nods urgently, until he realizes he’s moving.

Lead Activist keeps his weapon up as he grabs a ring of keys

off the Scientist’s belt. He tosses them to Female Activist.

LEAD ACTIVIST

Go release the animals.

Female Activist turns for the cages. The Scientist lunges

violently to stop her. The Lead and Hippie Activists hold

him back easily, though the Scientist fights and struggles.

SCIENTIST

What? No! Are you crazy? They’re

dangerous! They need their growth

suppression serums! Rage control

hormones--

LEAD ACTIVIST

Oh, shut up! It’s just a bunch of

fluffy animals. Let ’em out...

Female Activist walks away, followed by the Young one.

SCIENTIST

No! Stop! We bombarded them with

gamma rays. They get angry--very

angry! You won’t like ’em when

they’re angry!
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Female Activist stops abruptly, cocking her head, puzzled.

SCIENTIST

Oh thank God you see reason--

YOUNG ACTIVIST

No--the Penguin’s gone. Look.

He points toward the back of the room: the table is empty.

The Scientist pales.

SCIENTIST

Oh dear God...

FEMALE ACTIVIST

What--?

Before anyone can respond, Young Activist is suddenly jerked

out of frame. Female Activist yelps, looking around for him.

On the ground, Young Activist’s head and shoulders are just

visible past an autopsy table. He has a moment to reach for

the Female before he’s yanked violently away. A 25-gallon

gush of bloods bathes the floor.

Female Activist shrieks and backs away.

LEAD ACTIVIST

What the...?

Hippie--still near the door, holding one of the Scientist’s

arms--suddenly disappears. The vicious sound of snapping

bones and squirting viscera fills the room.

The Scientist grabs the Lead Activist.

SCIENTIST

Shoot it! Shoot it!

LEAD ACTIVIST

But it’s just an innocent animal!

SCIENTIST

It’ll kill us all!

Lead Activist casts a weary eye toward the carnage.

LEAD ACTIVIST

Maybe we should just leave...

They turn for the front door and run into Tall Activist, who

stands solidly in place like a bouncer.
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LEAD ACTIVIST

What the hell’re you doing? Get

outta the way!

TALL ACTIVIST

Is this a test, boss? ’Cos you said

no one in or out, no matter what.

As the Activists argue, the Penguin peeks from behind a

table, seeing the group clustered together at the front.

SCIENTIST

What--are you blind? Don’t you see

our situation’s changed a little?

The Penguin begins a waddling charge toward them.

TALL ACTIVIST

But we ain’t let the bunnies outta

the cages yet.

LEAD ACTIVIST

For God’s sake, man! Get outta--

Female Activist screams as she sees the Penguin. She and the

Scientist scurry to the other side of the room.

The Lead Activist turns just in time to sidestep the

waddling fury, which launches itself straight for Tall

Activist’s crotch.

Tall Activist inexplicably spits blood, then falls.

The Lead Activist hurries away, huddling near Female

Activist and the Scientist, who stands just behind her.

SCIENTIST

You have to use that gun! Use it or

we’re all--

Lead and Female Activists, whose eyes have been glued on the

door, turn to see why the Scientist stopped talking. The

Scientist is gone, however--vanished without a trace.

Lead and Female Activists cry out and retreat deeper into

the lab, rubbernecking all around for the Penguin. They

stop, looking everywhere. After a moment, Lead Activist

glances at his gun.

LEAD ACTIVIST

You think we should use this?

Female Activist slaps him.
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LEAD ACTIVIST

Ow! It was just a thought...

They hear a noise and quiet down, on guard. They look around

fruitlessly, unaware that the Penguin is creeping up behind

them, high above their heads on a shelf.

LEAD ACTIVIST

Where the hell is that thing?

The Penguin launches at him.

EXT. SCIENCE LAB

Even outside, his screams can be heard.

Before they die out, Female Activist bursts out of a fire

door, staggering dramatically. She only gets a few feet

before she trips over a small twig, falling to the ground.

She lays there, sobbing. Then something makes a noise behind

her. She turns around and looks, screaming as--

--the Penguin rushes out the door. Right at her.

FADE TO BLACK

AUDIO CUE: Law & Order-type "Doink doink!"


